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B

CFHR1 deficiency in whole patient and control groups

German cohort  Swedish cohort  Dutch cohort

Deficient individuals (%)

0  2  4  6  8  10  12

Controls  aHUS  Controls  LA+  Controls  LA+  Controls  LA+  Controls  RA  Controls  RA

C

CFHR1 deficiency in FH-autoantibodies positive individuals

German cohort  Swedish cohort  Dutch cohort

Deficient individuals (%)

0  20  40  60  80  100

Controls  aHUS  Controls  LA+  Controls  LA+  Controls  LA+  Controls  LA+  Controls  LA+  Controls  RA  Controls  RA

* Number of CFHR1 deficient individuals vs. total number of individuals positive for FH-autoantibodies.